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Summary. The paper presents some issues related to the se-

lection criteria of a heat pump based on the published research 

results. The experimental research conducted on a single family 

of individual functional parameters on the heat pump energy 
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of performance.

years now but recently we have been observing a rapid growth 

in their sales. This partly results from the requirements set by 

-

zation for the Development of Heat Pumps (PORT PC) we 

Fig. 1. 

The technology of geothermics, known and developed in 

in Poland, too. Unfortunately, it still is a consequence of the 

efforts of the manufacturers and fans of this type of technol-

ogy who try to show the invaluable advantages this technol-

Out of all the installed heat pumps the main share con-

stitute the ground source heat pumps that, due to the cold 

climate, are preferred by Polish users. In Poland in the sector 

2. Such houses 

a growth in the demand for high power heat pumps has also 

been observed for the purposes of heating of multifamily 

pumps used exclusively for the production of hot water. It 

thermal collectors. Compared to solar thermal systems heat 

water throughout the year and provide additional ventilation, 

INTRODUCTION

have been continued in the area of renewable sources of 



as complementary sources of energy to traditional solutions 

is a must. To this end, the university team has undertaken to 

optimize the operating processes of mechanical systems in 

explore fundamental relations between the heat pump param-

eters in the aspect of minimization of energy consumption. 

To this end the authors designed and developed a research 

stand of a ground source heat pump and vertical collectors.

The heating system utilizing a ground source heat pump 

(brine/water) was installed in a two story single-family 

house of the total area of 156 m2

installed on both stories. The heating circuits on the ground 

pumps, which allowed an easy control of the supply of the 

In the blueprint documentation of the building an an-

nual demand for energy of is given. 

the level of 1800 h we can obtain an estimate thermal load 

of the building on the level of 9.1 kW [14. 24].

The realization of the adopted scope of experimental 

the construction of the research stand practically excluded 

serially manufactured heat pumps. The authors decided to 

build a heat pump basing on generally available construction 

subassemblies of renowned manufacturers in the refriger-

ation industry. 

It was assumed that the refrigerant would be the widely 

applied CFC free R407C. In the condenser and evaporator 

of the control systems was Danfoss. 

Due to an even load of the individual phases of the elec-

trical installation and the experimental research performed 

using an inverter, the authors decided to use a three-phase

power supply for the compressor. From the catalogue the 

authors selected the smallest of the available three phase 

compressors of the heating power of 9 kW. For the assumed 

working parameters ( -

formance of COP=4,4. The catalogue compressor number 

From the presented catalogue data it results that in the 

-

-

also proportionally higher for higher temperatures. Thus, we 

need to maintain the highest possible refrigerant evaporation 

temperature values. The increase in the temperature of the 

performance (COP).

Due to limited possibilities related to the organiza-

tion of the plot and disadvantageous ground conditions 

(on the depth of 1÷2 m sand deposition was discovered) 

a lower heat source was performed using a vertical col-

lector. 

For the selection of the vertical collector the authors 

used dedicated Energeo

– the supplier of the probes of the vertical exchanger. Upon 

-

on the level of 38  a total required length of the vertical 

exchanger of 186 m was calculated (dual pipe probes were 

probes 62 m each were connected to the wall distributor 

located in the heater room [8, 12]. 

Upon installing of the research stand the circuit of the 

water. Upon breathing individual circuits, lower heat source 

circuit pumps were activated for two hours to obtain an even 

Next, a calibration was performed of the individ-

ual measurement chains and a verification of the cor-

rectness of the installation of the control circuits was 

carried out. 

The preliminary tests were carried out in November and 

During the tests the basic operating parameters necessary 

for the determination of the heat balance were recorded. 

Symbols adopted in the graphs:

– Tgin – glycol temperature at the inlet from the lower 

heat source,

Ta b .  1 .  -



– Tgout – glycol temperature at the outlet from the evap-

orator,

– Thin – return water temperature from the heating circuit,

– Thout – heating circuit water temperature,

– Tco –condensation temperature of the refrigerant,

– Tev – evaporation temperature of the refrigerant,

– Tcwu – water temperature in the hot utility water tank,

– Tcoin – refrigerant temperature at the inlet to the con-

denser,

– Tevout – refrigerant temperature at the outlet from the 

evaporator.

Fig. 2 clearly shows that at constant chilling power of 

the heat pump the increase in the temperature in the hot 

utility water tank forces an increase in the temperatures of 

the upper heat source.

that for a constant temperature difference in the glycol circuit 

of the lower heat source for the higher preset evaporation 

temperature, the capability of the takeoff of the refrigerating 

power by the heat pump decreases. 

the upper heat source causes a much lower value of the 

Fig. 4 shows that within the first 15 minutes from the 

pump activation a significant increase in the temperature 

of the return water was observed in the upper heat source 

for the floor circuit pump on the ground floor set to speed 

I. Switching the pumps to speed II causes an abrupt drop 

in the temperature of the inlet water to the upper heat 

source. Fig. 5 shows the changes in the temperatures for 

Fig. 2. Changes in the temperatures in the hot utility water tank circuit

Fig. 3. 



the case when in the upper heat source circuit only the 

floor circuit was on and the circuit pumps of the lower 

-

fer rate in the ground for given conditions, changing the 

glycol flow rate results in a decrease in the difference 

in the glycol temperature at the inlet and return of the 

evaporator.

setting the pump to speed II does not result in such a large 

decrease in the temperature of the inlet water in the up-

per heat source anymore, as was the case in the example 

shown in Fig. 4. 

of the temperature changes in the condenser and evaporator 

for the CFC circuit.

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

circuit set to speed II

The temperature of the refrigerant at the outlet from the 

the operating parameter changes of the upper heat source 

The research was carried out in a single-family house 

that is not yet in regular use. For purely economic rea-

sons the room temperature was maintained on the level 

peak time of day when night rates for electricity applied. 

Hence, the pump during the research did not operate un-

der optimal conditions. Nevertheless, from the prelimi-



Fig. 6. 

nary investigations we were able derive which operating 

energy performance.

-

ence of the operating parameters of the heat pump on the 

-

ble upon a completion of research on the entire range of 

of the obtained results will allow a determination of which 

of this analysis will be a validation of the correctness of 

the methodology of selection of the individual heat pump 

subassemblies.
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